On-Demand Consulting (ODC)
On-site | Virtual

A Flexible Consulting Service Tailored to Your Needs

We at ecfirst refer to this consulting model as “ you can do it, we can help.”
ecfirst resources may be applied to work along with your IT and
compliance personnel to help:
Create and update cybersecurity policies
Technical procedures
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Other required tasks
The ecfirst On-Demand Consulting (ODC) service you can immediately jump-start
cybersecurity and compliance projects, as well as address remediation activities.
The ODC services can be delivered on-site, or virtually, across the United States.
Minimum 10-hour blocks of consulting time

Policies
and
Procedures

Fixed-rate
No long-term commitment
Expert compliance and cybersecurity resources to use for your initiatives
ecfirst will support your activities with specialized compliance and security resources. The case-study tested
ecfirst Cyber Delivery Team, with a designated Project Manager, will bring vast expertise in cybersecurity and
compliance (HIPAA, HITECH, ISO 27001, NIST, CMMC, GDPR, CCPA, and state cybersecurity regulations
such as 23 NYCRR 500) to this engagement. With this extensive experience at your disposal, your organization
will confidently address compliance and security requirements.
Thinking about HITRUST CSF® certification? Talk to ecfirst about aligning your policies and procedures with the
NIST cybersecurity framework and the HITRUST CSF.
On-Demand compliance solutions from ecfirst provide your organization with access to specialized compliance
and security resources with no short or long-term commitment. Get started today!

Client Reference

“We found that ecfirst provided exceptional value for the work they delivered. The staff members were easy to
work with. Their insight and guidance has enabled our organization to be better positioned to address compliance
requirements. We highly recommend ecfirst and look forward to working with them again in the near future.
”
Kristi Schmidt
Michiana Health Information Network (MHIN)
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